89% Employed

Most common employers
- BLUE VALLEY USD 229
- GEARY COUNTY USD 475
- KANSAS CITY KANSAS USD 500
- MANHATTAN OGDEN USD 383
- SALINA USD 305
- SHAWNEE MISSION USD 512

Most common position titles
1st Grade Teacher
2nd Grade Teacher
3rd Grade Teacher
4th Grade Teacher
Teacher

97% of graduates are employed or furthering education

8% Furthering Education

Most common schools
- FORT HAYS STATE UNIVERSITY UNDERGRAD SCHOOL
- KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY GRAD SCHOOL
- KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY UNDERGRAD SCHOOL
- UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS GRAD SCHOOL
- UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA GRAD SCHOOL
- UNIVERSITY OF WEST FLORIDA GRAD SCHOOL

Most common fields of study
- Counseling and Student Development
- Curriculum and Instruction
- English
- Special Education
- Teaching

172 Reporting Employed
88% Employed in Kansas
94% Employed in KS, CO, MO, NE and OK
6% Employed in rest of United States
0% Employed internationally

1% Seeking
2% Miscellaneous

The data represented on this screen is collected up to six months after graduation from K-State degree recipients. The data collection and reporting processes of the Career Center are informed by the NACE first-destination standards and protocols. Note that the most common employers and schools are calculated by majors (not individuals). Some overall degree, college and program results may be different when compared to calculations by individual graduates due to double majors and other data anomalies.
The data represented on this screen is collected up to six months after graduation from K-State degree recipients. The data collection and reporting processes of the Career Center are informed by the NACE first-destination standards and protocols. Note that the most common employers and schools are calculated by majors (not individuals). Some overall degree, college and program results may be different when compared to calculations by individual graduates due to double majors and other data anomalies.
At a Glance

94% Employed

Most common employers
- GEARY COUNTY USD 475
- MANHATTAN OGDEN USD 383
- OLATHE USD 233
- SALINA USD 305
- SHAWNEE MISSION USD 512
- WAMEGO USD 320

Most common position titles
- 1st Grade Teacher
- 3rd Grade Teacher
- 4th Grade Teacher
- Kindergarten Teacher
- Teacher

4% Furthering Education

Most common schools
- KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY GRAD SCHOOL
- MIDWESTERN BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
- TEMPLE UNIVERSITY GRAD SCHOOL
- TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY GRAD SCHOOL

Most common fields of study
- Family Studies and Human Services
- Geology
- Liberal Arts
- Organizational Leadership
- Special Education
- Theology

1% Seeking

1% Miscellaneous

98% of graduates are employed or furthering education

Median Salary
- High $53,000
- Low $26,000

The data represented on this screen is collected up to six months after graduation from K-State degree recipients. The data collection and reporting processes of the Career Center are informed by the NACE first-destination standards and protocols. Note that the most common employers and schools are calculated by majors (not individuals). Some overall degree, college and program results may be different when compared to calculations by individual graduates due to double majors and other data anomalies.